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PhD Qualifier

Every department at all universities have them
I All systems are bad, some are just less bad than others
I Our current system was initiated in 2002

At VT it is more of a process than an exam.
Rules: Gain 6 points among 3 areas (3 points max for
each)

I GPA
I Research accomplishment
I Qualifier exam

Rationale: Get people started on research early, less
emphesis on preparing for some exam
Risk: Not a clear termination point
Questions and comments?
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PhD Qualifier

At Virginia Tech, the“PhD Qualifier” is a Departmental
milestone (that most PhD programs at VT do have). It is not
officially recognized in any way (or required by) the University.

It is worth noting what the University requires for a PhD degree.
1. 90 credits (with Department approved course and distribution

requirements)
2. Pass the Preliminary Exam
3. Pass the Dissertation Defense (Final Exam)
4. Approved ETD

PhD Preliminary Exam

An official VT university exam
Structure defined by the department
We expect a significant document

I a proposal
I literature review
I “contract” for what is an acceptable dissertation

We tend not to focus on knowledge
Try to answer two fundamental questions:

I Is it worth a PhD?
I Can you do it?
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PhD Preliminary Exam

The contract can be understood to be “one way”. That is, if the
student fulfills the contract in good faith (as interpreted by the
committee), then the committee agrees to award the degree.
However, the student can change the terms of the contract at
will. The danger is that the committee might not agree that the
changes now constitute a satisfactory dissertation.

Roughly speaking, our qualifier takes care of the knowledge
aspect of the prelim. In other departments, the two are rolled
together.

Writing a Thesis (1)

What’s the big deal?
Its long: Psychological factors
Its long: Document management issues
Its long: Project management issues
Its unstructured: Decisions must be made

Structure
Introduction: Lay out the problem
Literature Review: How do you fit in?
Content Sections
Analysis (if appropriate)
Conclusions and Future Work
Reference List
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Writing a Thesis (1)

Decisions must be made by you!
For some students, that is a completely new experience to be
so self-directed.



Writing a Thesis (2)

Begin earlier rather than later
Might do initial literature review while gearing up for
doing work
If the work naturally falls into project parts, can write
parts as they are completed
Ideally, you will already have submitted papers for
publication well before completing the thesis. Depends
on the scope of the work.

Key to success: Make it look like it was done right!
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Writing a Thesis (2)

no notes

Research Defense

Not an official VT exam
I This event “belongs to” the student
I The goal is to determine if the committee thinks that the

student is on track to successfully complete.
I Avoid nasty surprises at the final defense.

Usually there is some document to support the event.
I Keep it short! Provide the minimum amount of

information so that the committee clearly understands
what you have done, and what you need to do.

I Provide a clear list of TODO tasks
I Provide a clear timeline for completing those tasks
I Provide a clear publication plan
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Research Defense

If you do not come out of the Research Defense feeling that you
clearly understand what you need to do to successfully
complete your dissertation, then the event has not served its
purpose.
It is your responsibility (hopefully with the help and support of
your advisor) ensure sure that this is the outcome.

Thesis Defense
In our department, its primarily a presentation of the thesis
work.

Like a (long) talk at a (small) conference
But there are likely to be lots of questions

Some possible goals of the defense are to:
make sure you did it
make sure you understand what you did
make sure you understand the significance/context of
what you did
probe your general understanding of the field of the
thesis
make sure the committee understands what you did
test your ability to present
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Thesis Defense

no notes

Mechanics
Generally about 2 hours long (shorter for MS, longer for
PhD)

Presentation is typically preceeded by a private discussion
among the committee on student’s record, groundrules, and
problems

Presentation section is officially public, though it might or
might not have been advertised

Private discussion among committee follows presentation,
during which a decision is (usually) reached

Last step is communicating the decision to the student,
including any requirements for modification to the thesis
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Mechanics

The length of that discussion is unrelated to whether the
student did a good job and will pass, or not.



How to Pick a Research Topic? (1)

Ideally, you want to have “impact.”

Dimensions:
Easy vs. Hard
Important vs. not important
Obvious vs. not obvious

Where to look?
Obvious, easy, important things have all been done
Easy, unimportant things don’t help you (or society)
much
The easiest way to have impact is to find (relatively)
easy and important things that are not obvious
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How to Pick a Research Topic? (1)

Example: Dijkstra’s algorithm is only “not obvious” when it was
first looked at.

How to Pick a Research Topic? (2)

What makes things obvious?
The more some topic is clearly within one discipline, the
more “obvious” (well plowed) it is.
A lot of success can be gained by looking at the cracks
between disciplines
Problem: You need expertise in multiple disciplines
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How to Pick a Research Topic? (2)

One good strategy is to get a “client.” That way you know that
you are working on a “real” problem that someone cares about.

Three step process

1 Name your topic
2 Add an Indirect Question
3 Answer So What?

1 I am working on...
2 Because I want to find out...
3 So that the reader can understand...
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Three step process

From Booth, Colomb, and Williams, Section II

Preliminary Proposal

What is wrong with the world that you want to address
with your research?

I The Problem.

Hypothesis: A claim about what will fix the problem
Explanation for why this will fix the problem

I Could have sub-hypotheses or sub-goals
Work plan for what you will actually do

I Probably with a time line
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Preliminary Proposal

no notes


